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Abstract
Background/Objectives: The relevance of the research is due to the increased interest of theorists to the study of functional-semantic features of publicistic texts, which by virtue of their purpose prove a strong impact on various activities in modern society, the formation of public opinion, the system of cultural values. Method: In modern conditions the spectrum of problematic issues of modern mass media space necessary for the study has significantly increased. The work highlights the clear differentiation of such already well-established in the traditional science concepts as journalistic style, publicistic text and media text (textual analysis method). The impact of the modern publicistic text on the readership has been experimentally determined, which required involvement of the focus group research method, giving objective information about the features of media consumption. Findings: The article presents the results of the study, the aim of which was the determination of the effects of publicistic text on the minds of the audience, in particular its manipulation capabilities. The concepts of journalistic style, publicistic text, media text have been distinguished. During the focus group study in which college students participated, it has been revealed that the audience of modern mass media is subject to manipulation by the media. In these circumstances, this study becomes relevant, since it is evident that through the media the trust of the audience to virtually any message can be invoked by means of manipulative techniques. Improvements: Modern theory described many ways to protect against manipulation of information compilers which, inter alia, are the media. The work has distinguished the most effective and acceptable methods of protection from manipulation for unprepared audience.
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1. Introduction

1.1 IntroducetheProblem
The study of functional-semantic features of publicistic text in modern conditions is always in the field of view of scientists, and not only of linguists, but also psychologists, sociologists, conflict managers. This is due to the great potential of modern journalism, a high degree of its impact on the readership, as many scholars have admitted as a fact that the word, especially printed, can have a strong impact on the audience (not only help in the development the audience point of view, but also to manipulate it, to promote a specific position, favorable to texts creators).

1.2 Explore Importance of the Problem
With all the variety of scientific research of domestic and foreign scientists considering the publicistic text from different points of view, we should recognize certain research gaps. In particular, there is a lack of studies of a conceptual nature, which describe the conduct of the “work” with the audience in order to identify the effectiveness of the impact of media text, which is the focus of this study.

1.3 Describe Relevant Scholarship
Many studies are devoted to the problem of the research of mass media texts, both by domestic and foreign authors. Among them are works by Boguslavskaya¹,² Valgina¹, Do brosklonskaya¹ Kazaka¹ and others. Thus, Boguslavskaya¹,² has identified synergistic features of publicistic text on the basis of linguo-sociocultural method of analysis. Valgina¹ pays special attention to the information
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In order to resist this media influence and to critically perceive the information presented in the media, consumers should have the corresponding literacy, be able to measure media texts and understand media effects\[1\], interpret the multiple meanings and messages generated by media texts. Media literacy helps people to use media intelligently, to discriminate and evaluate media context, to critically dissect media forms, and to investigate media effects and uses\[1\].

The fact of digitalization of media is worth attention as well. The issues addressed to in research of foreign scholars include problems of digitextual aesthetics, digital media technologies, digital media literacy, etc.\[2,5,24\]. They should be studied as key elements of the digital culture affect “all stages of communication (acquisition, storage, manipulation, distribution) and it effects all types of media – texts, still images, moving images, sound, and spatial constructions”\[2\]. As researchers underline, “digital media technologies… are revolutionizing our sensory perceptions and cognitive experience of being in the world. (It requires) new hermeneutics responses on our part simply to keep pace”\[2\].

2. Concept Headings

The aim of the study is to determine the role, place and potential of publicistic text in contemporary discourse, as well as the extent and methods of its impact on the readership.

A major role in the establishment of functional style has been played by a distinction between the concepts of style – text, journalistic style – publicistic text. In Russia, the term style appeared only at the end of 17 – the beginning of the 18 centuries, which was associated with the development of Russian philology. In the long run the concept of style has changed, but it was in the 18th century when understanding of style as a particular way of language use through which thoughts are expressed was confirmed.

During the last decades of the 20th century the question of the meaning of the concept of style in linguistics becomes quite acute. This is due primarily to the development of the science of language, increase in language schools, trends that in turn increased the number of linguistic terms. In linguistics from the variety of features, style is distinguished by two main peculiarities: expressive and functional. But for some scientists, expressiveness is the main feature of differentiation of the concept of style, for others this characteristic is functionality.
The judgment of academician Shcherba deserts special attention in which the scholar has identified both functional and expressive as the main peculiarities in the definition of style, however, he does not clarify the concept of the functional principle.

The definition of style proposed by Vinogradov has acquired exceptional significance for linguistic research: “Style is a socially conscious and functionally conditioned, internally unified set of techniques of use, selection and combination of means of verbal communication in the area of public, nationwide language, correlative with other such modes of expression that serve for other purposes, perform other functions in the speech social practice of this nation.” He also noted that language styles are the basis for the differentiation of speech styles.

In our opinion, the most accurate representation of the concept of style is given in the Glossary of linguistic terms edited by Akhmanova: “Style is one of the differential language versions, language subsystem with a unique vocabulary, phraseological combinations, speech expressions and constructions, which differ from other varieties mainly by expressive-evaluative properties of its constituent elements and usually associated with certain areas of speech usage; the fact that these varieties, or subsystems are differential (i.e., have the task of discernment), is revealed very clearly when the elements of one style contrasted with elements of the other.”

Akhmanova defines functional styles as “styles differentiated in accordance with the basic functions of language – communication, messaging and influence – and classified as follows: scientific style – message function, everyday style – communication function, formal documentary style – message function, publicist style – influence function, art-fictional style – influence function.” Stepanov has a different look at this phenomenon and believes that it is “historically established subsystem within the system of nationwide language realized by society and designated for particular communicative situations (typical speech situations) and characterized by a set of means of expression (morphemes, words, sentences types and types of pronunciation) and hidden behind them principle of selection of these means from nationwide language.” However, until now there are difficulties with the definition of this term. For example, in 2015 an article titled “The difficulties of defining the concept of “functional style” by Moiseyeva and Remizova has been published, in which the phenomenon of style is revealed through the system approach. Interest in this subject is due to the development of the media and the study of new types of speech products in terms of functional style, and the lack of precise quantitative enumeration of functional styles. Until now, linguistics has not defined the exact status of the functional styles: they are considered as a manifestation of both speech and language.

The emergence of journalistic style is associated primarily with the development of society and the state, social activities, social consciousness, the means of expression of which becomes a newspaper. In Russia, journalistic style emerged around the end of the 19th century.

Solganik represents journalistic style as the style of newspapers, radio, television, advertising, oratory speech. Journalistic style has particular functional importance – to influence public consciousness and to shape it, at the same time, its speech structure is focused on the expression of some political ideas, civic position, news coverage, the assessment of behavior of public figures, cultural figures. Journalistic style becoming closer to the art and science styles differs by the specificity of use of linguistic resources, manifested in a special speech systematization of journalistic factors, primarily in informative and manipulative function of journalistic style.

Publicistic text is a unique phenomenon: on the one hand, it is a product of the journalists’ activity, the result of their world cognition and self-knowledge; and on the other hand, the publicistic text is a special act of communication between the author of the text and the audience. Through the text the author shares the information with the reader obtained as a result of cognitive activity. The text in this case is the final work of the world cognition.

The concept of publicistic text is synonymous with the concept of journalistic text in modern scientific paradigm. The text is understood as a linguistic unit of higher level, as certain knowledge about the language system born from a variety of texts. There is a certain set of linguistic criteria by which the originality of any text can be identified, including journal texts. Publicistic text is the same model of language journalism system.

Any text is a comprehension of social situations standing behind it that give rise to this text. Sociolinguistic reasons have led to a shift of genre and stylistic boundaries of texts. Thus, language becomes a reflection of social life.
in the country. “In the speech structure of a newspaper text, we see the influence of artistic, scientific, official business and colloquial language. The hypothesis of the synthetic nature of mass media textsis confirmed,” – Konkov comes to this conclusion⁶.

Publicistic style is expressed through the text. The concept of the text, as well as the concept of the style has no precise definition in connection with the change of scientific paradigms in the field of philology. The text as any object of research is differently treated by different scientists depending on their adherence to a particular scientific direction in philology and from research attitudes.

Thus, the classical definition, which has been used over extended periods by researchers of the text, includes the interpretation of a text as a multifaceted unity by Galperin in his work “The text as an object of linguistic research”⁳. Proponents of structuralism, Claude Lévi-Strauss, Michel Foucault, Roland Barthes in their works distinguish text from literary work. Roland Barthes believed that the text differs significantly from a literary work, since it is not an aesthetic product. The text is what has been said without the author’s will and his/her subconsciousness, and literary work can be defined as something that the author “says”. In this regard, we can say that the text is primary, and the speech unit is secondary, as the text is that has been laid down in the author’s subconsciousness, it is the ideological atmosphere in which he grew up and developed, the environment and social conditions that surround him/her, the time in which he/she lived³⁴.

Professor Valgina defines the text as a unit of a higher level, “because it has the quality of the semantic completeness of a whole literary work, i.e. completed informational and structural whole⁴”. While accepting this statement, Solganik gives the following definition of this concept: “The text is a complex, hierarchically organized structure, which is a speech unit characterized by integrity, cohesion and completeness⁴⁵”.

A special place in the typology of texts is taken by a publicistic text that in its speech structure is, firstly, information about something actual, substantial and, secondly, the interpretation of such information content. The study of publicistic texts is currently very promising, as evidenced by the presence of dissertation research, publications, and research areas of scientific conferences of different levels. Of particular note are the works by Volodin, Zasurskiy, Krysin, Solganik and other scientists.

Thus, the publicistic text, with a certain referential correlation, requires some strategy of actions and is a complex hierarchical system with background knowledge, with the specifics of realities transference, with great semantic potential, therefore it has a significant influence on the formation of cultural values of the younger audience.

The term media text appeared in the English-language literature in the 90s of the 20th century. The phenomenon was studied by such scientists as Montgormen, Bell, Fowler, van Dijk, T. Dobroslonskaya, Kostomarov, Solganik and others. Bell in the book “Approachesto Media Discourse” notes that “media texts actually reflect the technology used for their production and distribution⁶”. Kozak says that the concept of media text includes a summary form of “any media text” which “incorporates parallel, interchangeable or overlapping phenomena – mass-communicative text, news text, teletext, advertising text, PR-text, online text, etc.”⁷. She also highlights media text as a new type of texts of mass communication. N. A. Kuzmina says that “media text can be defined as a dynamic complex higher-order unit, through which the speech communication in the sphere of mass communications exists⁸”. In this connection, the term media text can be regarded as hyperons relative to the previous terms: journalistic text, publicistic text, news text, media text etc.

The peculiarity of media text lies in its focus on mass audience. Yu.M. Lotman pointed out the difference between the text facing one person, and the text facing the mass of people. A whole system of linguistic peculiarities is characteristic for mass communication⁹.

Media text is a multi-layered phenomenon, so it should be regarded as a system with varied parameters. By way of origin, media text can be created either by the author or the collective of authors. As “oral speech – written speech” are opposed, then two components in the description of a media text are involved – creation form and presentation form. Also, mediatext has a distribution channel in which it operates. Functional and genre affiliation of the text is another aspect according to which media texts are studied. The content-based characteristics of the text help identify its thematic dominant or belonging to the mediatopic. These parameters are used by Dobroslonskaya¹⁰ when describing media text in her research work. She distinguished the special discipline “medialinguistics”, which is based on systemic scientific
approach to the study of media language, highlighting media text as the primary category of analysis.

Interest in mediadialectics is emphasized in a number of scientific articles. Thus, Kardumyan notes: “In recent years in the field of linguistics and related sciences, works devoted to the study of various aspects of the media discourse began to appear increasingly. Undoubtedly, the interest of linguists to this phenomenon is related to many factors, the main of which is the increasing role of the media in society's life. The media are referred to as the “fourth power” and sometimes even “the first power”, which is associated with a significant influence of the media on people. In particular, van Dijk believes that media dictate not so much that people should think, but how they should think.

Modern researchers consider media text in different ways. In particular, highlighting new possibilities in the media text. Slavkin speaks about the interaction of media text and hypertext. In his works, Gilyarevsky examines media text as a component of information technology, which converts the communication activities alongside with the introduction of new digital processes in it.

The term media is now interpreted as a way of communication, i.e. information transfer process. The semantic content of the term media (from the Latin “media”, “medium” – a means, a way, a mediator) allows calling any information medium as a media text. However, this term generalizes a synthesized text referring to journalism, PR and advertising.

Today the term of “new media” received a broad interpretation. Thus, Steens and van Fucht note that this term is usually understood as “digital, such as the Internet, computer games, digital movies and photos, mobile phones and virtual world” mass media. Moreover, these researchers use more marked term – “old media” alongside with the more neutral term – “traditional media” – as well as distinguish their fundamental differences: the new media are faster than the old ones; new media have users, the old - audience; new media are brief, old – verbose; new media deliver a “picture”, the old ones – a text; new media are active, old ones – passive; new media provide the users with the ability to generate the content, old media give this opportunity to the makers. Although some signs that are inherent to old and new media according to these researchers sound controversial to a certain extent, the most important of them can be considered appropriate.

In this regard, there is a thesis that sounds true: “the technical development of the modern media opens up new possibilities of audio-visual effects, generating images and myths that are widely used for the formation of public opinion. Media not only shape public opinion, but they themselves are influenced by public opinion”.

Speaking about the discourse of the media – new and traditional – it should be recognized that there are different approaches to the interpretation of the concept of “discourse”, but they are not numerous. In our opinion, the most thorough definition is formulated by Zheltukhina, who understands discourse of the media as “connected, verbal or non-verbal, oral or written text, coupled with pragmatic, socio-cultural, psychological and other factors, expressed by means of mass communication, taken in the event-driven aspect, which is the action participating in social and cultural interaction and reflecting the mechanism of communicants' consciousness”.

It should be recognized that the discourse of the media derives from the social realities that surround us today. This idea is confirmed by Manayenko, who states that “in the framework of the information space, all communicative discourses are the conventional models of verbal behavior, mediating social processes, are implemented. Any discourse generates text – a specific material object showing the specificity of the interaction of people when creating the information environment in a particular area of activity. The most significant are political, pedagogical (educational) and scientific discourses in terms of the formation of ideological basis of the information space. Publicistic discourse (media) is believed to determine the content of the information space in the parameters and systems of values and standards already specified by the mentioned discourses.

Shilina in the article “Trends in the development of modern media systems and relevant concepts of the theory of the mass-communication tool” introduces the concept of media system, showing different classifications, and media communication, and also develops the idea of a new integrated discipline of medialogy. The interest in this issue is associated with the emergence of new paths, features and principles of the organization of modern media, which express the phenomenon of a new systemativity of mass communication.

Thus, in the course of scientific sources analysis, it was found that the concept of media text can be considered as identical to the concept of publicistic text, but under the conditions of convergence the concept of media
text is used much more often. The mediatext peculiarity consists primarily in the fact that it can be included in different media patterns, therefore in the present study we define media text as the total product of mass media. This is also due to the fact that modern society in the era of technology development passes to the information stage of development. Information becomes the main instrument of society, it forms a communicative activity of people, not only verbal but also written, in which even signs and symbols are able to control the vital activity of people. A special type of publicistic text is an informational message. This is due to the fact that in the informational message “semantic content of the message determines its value, serves as a source of deriving some knowledge from the actual messages and determines the amount of information in a message regardless of the information capacity of the message carrier”.

Kakorina analyzing Internet media language revealed that “communication in the Internet specifies the maximum explicit type of verbal behavior, provoking speakers to the manifestation of personal origin and linguistic freedom”. Therefore, we can say that the information message is a special model of communicative activity, possessing integrity, cohesion and has a definite meaning, peculiarities of linguistic expression.

Thus, a variety of definitions of publicistic text, publicistic style and media text in the modern scientific paradigm is associated with a variety of approaches to the study of such a complex and multifaceted phenomenon as the text, which in the convergence era acts as a point of intersection of research interest in various sciences.

At the present stage of its development, the text is a mirror of social status; it shows the level of development and education of society, which forms the specific requirements for the content of the text on the basis of their cultural values.

Publicistic text is a unique phenomenon: on the one hand, it is a product of the journalists’ activity, the result of their view and self-knowledge; and on the other hand, the publicistic text is a special act of communication between the author of the text and the audience.

Research of publicistic text is especially important, as it reflects the current state of the Russian language; it translates the author's position in a special way, opening a communicative consistency and readiness of its creator. Publicistic style is expressed through the text; therefore its definition is much broader. The concept of media text is identical to the concept of publicistic text, since it determines the same thing, but its use has become much broader in terms of convergence.

3. Method

Under the conditions of growing impact of media on the recipients – media audience – it is appropriate to say about the degree of the influence, and hence about the effectiveness of media messages. “The effectiveness of a media text can be considered as the ability of the text to influence on knowledge, opinions and intentions of the message recipient”.

Therefore, the effectiveness of media texts can be evaluated also according to the final result – to that effect, which has the impact on recipients, in particular, we should talk about the manipulation of the audience consciousness via media texts.

According to the definition formulated by Dzyaloshinskii, manipulation is a system of methods of ideological and socio-psychological impact with the aim to change thinking and behavior of people, on a contrary to their interests.

Definition suggested by Bityanova is also worth attention, offering to understand manipulation as the common form of interpersonal communication, intended to make an impact on the communication partner in order to achieve their hidden agenda: “Manipulative communication involves the object perception of a partner who is used by manipulators to achieve their goals.” In the process of manipulative communication the aim is to gain control over the behavior and thoughts of another person. And although the interaction of the message sender with the addressee – the author of a media text with his/her readers – occurs indirectly, we can say that resources of manipulative technologies are inexhaustible. In this regard, in the theoretical literature a lot of classifications of the manipulative tricks, including those used in the mediacan be found. Usually, however, the following ones defined by researchers as early as the 1970s are primarily known: sticking labels; shining generalizations (or brilliant uncertainty); shifting (or transfer); reference to authority; testimony (or witness); cater-cousins (or a game of plebeian); the common carriage (or the bandwagon).
In recent years, the above mentioned manipulative tricks in new media have been supplemented. Thus, Dzyaloshinskiy indicates the following ones:

- manipulation by updating or creating mental-mythological constructs and impact on the archetypes and metaprograms (mythological manipulation), at the same time, the most cultured in modern propaganda mythological images are image of the patron, saint, idol, master, or lord, authority, virtuoso or trickster, devil;
- use of psychological automatisms (manipulative psycho technologies): use of frightening themes and messages; use of contrast; simplification of the problem; use of factors of humor; mockery; concentration on a few traits or features; intrigue; truisms; assumptions; use of contrasts; choice without a choice; the right to choose; “anchoring” technique;
- manipulation through management of information flow and information environment: a selective choice of information; distraction method, or method of “smoked herring”; method of creating facts; the advancing use of an awkward issue or a problem; method of objective approach; information noise; use of rumors; leaks of private information; usage of misinformation;
- manipulation through actualization of value concepts of audience (value-emotional manipulation): use of words related to the core values of the society; labeling; method of throwing mud; undefined expressions (positive); vague expressions and hints carrying a negative connotation; use of euphemisms; carrying a positive image; transfer of a negative image; method of historical analogies;
- use of mechanisms of social control: the same as everyone is, the same as we are; additional evidence; coercive propaganda;
- logical tricks, use of features of human thinking, manipulation with rational, persuasive arguments: pseudo logical conclusions; affirmative statements; selection of arguments; pseudo-explanation.

3.1 Identify Subsections

In order to determine the impact of publicistic texts on the minds of the audience, particularly its manipulative possibilities, a focus-group research was conducted, which was attended by 15 participants – representatives of student youth. The audience was offered questions without answers (open form of questions). Each member of the focus group research could answer the question or evade the answer.

3.2 Participant (Subject) Characteristics

A group of the focus group research participants was created randomly (its representatives are not classmates, as well as not the same specialty) and included boys and girls aged 18 to 22 years enrolled in the areas of training in the humanities (journalism, publishing). The research took place in the classroom in April 2016 during 45 minutes.

3.3 Sampling Procedures

3.3.1 Sample Size, Power, and Precision

At the first stage of the focus group research, testees were asked to read a journalistic text, which, as advised by the moderators of research (the authors) contains manipulative techniques. The purpose of research is to determine whether the audience perceives the impact of manipulative techniques of a publicistic text, and what kind of impact of these practices on the audience is.

The proposed text (“Kreks, feks, peks! The tale of how Valentina Matvienko proposed to establish the Ministry of Happiness in Russia” (published on April 15, 2016 in Nezavisimaya Gazeta), is of a small amount, so we give it in full.

“I'll start from afar. Thyestes's favorite song is about the bird of happiness. Not about Gamayun or Zeus forbid about Alkonost. But about the one who “rings with its wings". Thyestes considers that if he sings it, a full bag of happiness will be piled. Or panties. And I have more to say: we have to dream. Wear your heart on your sleeve and knock head against a brick wall. To dream with Federation Council Speaker Valentina Matviyenko, who offers to adopt the United Arab Emirates experience in Russia, where there is the Ministry of Happiness, Tolerance and the Future.

According to Matvienko, the UAE Prime Minister said: “The idea is that we should make every person happy, to build happy schools, to provide such services to the people, so that everyone was happy, he said that every happy person might then make an unhappy person happy...”

I would add: let's have shops, which would have the queues for happiness. You say, how much happiness do you want – a kilogram? In general, an official threw up
the game. She had to sing a song “Broad is my native land” and boast that they have their own happiness in Russia. Domestic, import substituted. Island Fools and Field of Dreams. New-Vasyuki and motorcade of generosity. If we believe, then even the island and the pyramids can be seen. And not only the Egyptian ones.

But, on the other hand, let us also have the Ministry of Happiness. We lack in bright sincere departments. For example, the Ministry of Sadness, Association of Silliness, Department of Fury and Presidium of Meanness. There the vices will be eradicated, and at the Ministry of Futurepsychic medium staff will introduce people into hypnosis and inspire them: you are calm, you will no longer think about the future – about the time when the last barrel of oil will be bailed out. Kreks, feks, peks! And everyone is happy”.

After becoming acquainted with the text, the focus group was asked the following questions:
1. How does a journalist present the image of a politician?
2. Have you change your attitude to her?
3. What conclusions have you made for yourself after reading the text?

Obviously, it should be noted that the text has manipulative techniques established by moderators of research (the authors). The following ones are revealed (according to the classification of I.M. Dzyaloshinskiy): creation of the mythological image; use of factors of humor; mockery; sampled selection of information; method of creating facts; method of throwing mud; vague expressions and hints, carrying a negative connotation; method of historical analogies; coercive propaganda; pseudo logical conclusions.

3.3.2 Measures and Covariates
Processing of the results received in the focus group research was carried out as follows. Responses to each question posed by moderators (the authors of the paper) were summarized, repetitions and tautology were excluded. The results were summarized for each answer. It seemed indicative and rational in the course of this study to introduce the answers to the questions in decreasing order of their popularity among the testees. With the popularization of this research experience in the future, it is possible to recommend carrying out a study in several focus groups, which will allow receiving a greater number of responses. In this case, the results can be expressed as a percentage (when the number of participants of focus groups is over a hundred people). In our case, it is reasonable to present results as a numerical ratio.

3.3.3 Research Design
This study is characterized by the formation of focus groups at random, but a certain feature is dominant to be the basis for the grouping (in our case – representatives of the students enrolled in the humanities). Staying of testees in previously familiar or unfamiliar room can have only an indirect effect on research productivity (one can feel at ease in communicating in a previously unknown room, the other cannot), which is predetermined by personal characteristics of the communicants.

3.3.4 Experimental Manipulations or Interventions
During the focus group research, it is important to follow the principle of noninterference by the moderator/-s: to not exert a considerable impact on the testees, to ignore the manipulative technologies in general and use of manipulation markers in the speech as well, without emphasizing one’s own point of view; and non-compliance with these principles do not allow obtaining objective and valuable data in scientific terms.

4. Results

4.1 Recruitment
It should be recognized that the testees are unprepared in terms of abstracting from the effects of manipulative technologies, in connection with which the journalist reaches the desired result – promotes a position advantageous for him.

The following responses (listed in a decreasing order of popularity) were obtained.

In response for question 1, testees described an image of a politician created by the journalist with the following words: a stupid, short-sighted woman (“greater folly cannot be concocted”, “evident nonsense”, “tyranny thrives”) – 6 persons, “takes someone else’s place, it is necessary to give the bum’s rush” – 3 persons, “she would better deal with some other issues” – 3 persons.

In response for question 2, most testees indicated that their fundamental attitude to V. Matvienko has not changed, on the contrary, it has taken root: “She has never been noted by very right decisions” – 4 persons, “What else
to expect from her?!” – 3 people; “I have always treated her suspiciously” – 3 persons;

The answers to question 3 can be grouped into three categories:
- a negative attitude towards politics and the state in general, “We cannot expect more from our politicians”, “Like policy, like state”, “And there will be new ministers...”;
- remained unconvinced: “Nothing new is discovered”, “Everything is as it has always been: the ministers are needed to offer something new”;
- humorous findings, support for the journalist’s attitude: “So what, it’s a good idea”, “We will live as in the Wonderland”, “And why not? It is possible as in the Emirates – to establish the Ministry of Future, the ministers will make predictions for us”.

4.2 Statistics and Data Analysis
It should be recognized that the majority of testees (except of those whose attitude remains the same) are not able to withstand the impact – positive or negative – of the media; on the contrary, in present-day conditions the media having a perfect command of manipulative techniques can generate exactly the position which is beneficial to them (in some cases – ordered or paid for), to encourage the audience to action, in what the effect of mass propaganda can be seen. This creates a positive or negative attitude towards the characters of publications, and it is possible to observe that in some publications a positive image of one character is created, in others – it is a negative character (typical of opposition publications). Of course, such technologies are without risk of loss during election campaigns.

5. Discussion

Summarizing the results, it is necessary to emphasize the effectiveness of publicistic speech in general and in particular the media text. In modern conditions, it is endowed with a wide range of publicistic tools that are capable to create an effects palette in society. These effects include manipulative possibilities of media texts that can serve certain interests – favorable to the journalist or publication or preferred by them. Possessing the tools of manipulator – effective publicistic style, journalists are able to steer a readership that is most effective during election campaigns. Only trained audience is able to withstand the “arms” of the manipulator, but the majority of readers are vulnerable to such effects, which, however, are on the surface and are found in the vocabulary and style of publicistic texts.

6. Conclusion

However, confrontation to the manipulation of the media requires special training skills that can be developed only through the possession of certain theoretical knowledge and extensive experience of media consumption. Effective and the most radical ways of protection against manipulation of the media areas follows:
- distrust (before believing in the truth of the media reports, it is worth to question it, if possible – to turn to other sources to refute the message or establish its truths. It is the simplest and at the same time the hard way, because some people are suspicious by nature, others are very sensitive);
- critical thinking (a way similar to the previous one. It assumes a critical attitude to everything, including the consumption of information, and the attainment of truth only on their own, without anyone’s influence.);
- avoidance of sources of exposure (implies the elimination of sources of information. However, avoidance is the most drastic way and almost rarely achievable).

There are a lot of ways of confrontation to manipulation described in modern scientific and popular literature; these are the most appropriate for an unprepared audience of media content consumers.
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